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Leadership luncheon inspires young captains

Sunshine Coast Grammar welcomed the secondary school leaders from their associated PMSA (Presbyterian and Methodist School's Association) Schools; Brisbane Boys' College, Somerville House and Clayfield College for the annual PMSA Captains Luncheon on Tuesday, February 24.

It was a wonderful opportunity for the leaders from the four schools to get to know each other, learn about different leadership styles and share their experiences.

Sunshine Coast Grammar School Principal, Mrs Maria Woods congratulates all of the 2015 leaders on their appointment and believes it is an honour not only to represent your school but be a part of something bigger.

"It's a wonderful opportunity to be able to meet like-minded students and collaborate with other leaders who may be faced with similar challenges," said Mrs Woods.

"Getting together with other leaders in an informal setting like this will help build lasting relationships between students and enable them learn from one another."

To conclude the day, PMSA leaders got to tour the school and learn a little bit more about what makes Grammar unique from its Brisbane counterparts.

Sunshine Coast Grammar School joined the PMSA in 2005 and has since had a strong association with the other schools.
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